in A, we say that the BCK-algebra A. has a sua (sea 9,.
T. Traczyk, T A' . Zargbski
Tha following notation will be useful in the sequel xy° = x and xy n+1 = xy n »y for n=0,1,... where x,y are in a BCK-algebra. y«yx<;x for all xvy e A. It is easy to check that identities (7), (8) , (9), (10) imply BCK1, BCK2, BCK3, BCK4, and that conditions (4), (5), (6) of Theorem 1 remain pairwise equivalent for every A in V. Furthermore, the following relation Q on A x~y(6) if and only if xy = 0 = yx is a convex congruence relation. An easy proof that 8 is a congruence relation one can find in B.Bosbach paper ¡JO]' , p.445; convexity follows from (7). The factor algebra_A/S is a BCK-algebra.
Convex congruence relatione of BCK-algebras

